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AB Marine To Distribute Gobius Tank Monitors In The US & Canada
Middletown, Rhode Island (USA) - AB Marine of Rhode Island has been selected to
distribute Gobius Tank Monitors in the U.S. and Canada. Sweden-based Gobius recently
introduced the Gobius4, a unique outside-the-tank monitoring system that requires no
holes to be drilled for mounting.
"We are pleased to partner with Gobius as their
exclusive U.S. and Canada distributor,” said
Steve Armitage, President of AB Marine. “The
new Gobius4 outside-the-tank monitoring system
is simple and foolproof and can be installed,
calibrated and set to measure by a boat owner in
about 30 minutes. With a Gobius4, you will never
run out of fuel or water again, nor over-fill a
holding tank - and you can throw away those
messy dip sticks,” he added.
The patented Gobius Technology™ system
consists of a shaker and an accelerometer. It is
best described as “knock and listen”, to measure fluid levels in all types of tanks. The
sensors are mounted outside the tank so no holes need to be drilled. Unlike other tank
monitors, the Gobius4 can be used on aluminum, plastic, stainless steel or fiberglass
tanks of any shape and size. The control head maintains all of the calibration data even
when the system is switched off so there are no worries about accuracy or reliability.
Using advanced software, the data from each measuring device is NMEA 2000
compatible and can be shared through networks and read on WEMA, VDO and FARIA
displays. Gobius4 systems draw less than 40 milliamps.
For more information about Gobius4 and other AB Marine products including Gori
propellers, Bruntons' Autoprop propellers and Autolock, Magnum Energy Inverters,
Shaft Shark line cutters and Kiwi Anchor Riders, visit www.ab-marine.com, email
sales@ab-marine.com or call 1+401.847.7960.
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